PAW (Pet Awareness Wagon) FAQ

1. What type of events can the PAW come to?
The options are limitless! The PAW can visit your company picnic, have a cuddle time for your employees, or visit your company for a dog walking opportunity! If you have questions or would like to discuss your ideas, please contact Paige Lucas at plucas@indyhumane.org

2. Can the PAW come out any day of the week?
Yes. However, weekend availability is limited, and the PAW cannot attend more than 3 events per week.

3. How long can the PAW stay at our event?
Due to our animal's needs, the PAW can typically stay 2-3 hours. In cases of extreme heat, the PAW reserves the right to shorten the time frame.

4. Can the PAW go out year-round?
PAW events can happen year-round but are limited in winter due to road conditions. If a winter event is requested, an indoor space must be available that will allow dogs and the event may be cancelled if conditions do not allow the PAW to be on the road. Spring, summer, and fall are our most popular times for events!

5. How much does it cost to bring the PAW to our event?
We recommend that you encourage attendees to support IndyHumane and its programs in addition having a suggested donation of $500 from the hosting organization. If you have questions about this, please contact Paige Lucas at plucas@indyhumane.org

6. Are we able to request how many or which animals will attend our event?
Unfortunately, specific animals cannot be requested. Due to limited staffing ability, we are not able to guarantee a specific number of animals in advance but will do our best to meet requests.

7. How far in advance do I have to request the PAW to come to my event?
PAW events must be requested at least 3 weeks in advance to ensure appropriate staffing.

8. Can our attendees adopt at a PAW event?
We are not able to perform off-site adoptions on the PAW. If someone falls in love at an event, our staff will direct you to the next step of the adoption process at our Michigan Road location!